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Abstra t

se urity failures [5℄ is ample eviden e of its limited
impa t.
Although the limited usage may partially be attributed to avoidable auses like la k of availability
and high ost, the limitations of the underlying trust
model are the major impediments to the ubiquitous
usage of se ure ommuni ation. Publi key infrastru tures impose a entralized hierar hi al trust model on
the users. The trusted third party is trusted by every
party in the system. We believe that while entralized trust models are appropriate in a lient-server
setting, they are unsuitable for an in reasingly important lass of distributed systems. Trusted third
parties may be una eptable to the users of peer-topeer systems. Similarly, in very large distributed systems or in highly heterogeneous systems, it might be
impossible to nd a party trusted by all the ommuni ating parties.
The trusted third party model is not appli able to a
Byzantine environment. A ompromise of erti ate
authorities allows the reation of fake erti ates that
ould endanger the priva y of trusters. In this manner, the dependen e on a erti ate authority limits the safety of se ured networks. The trusted third
party be omes a single point of se urity failure, and
thus a natural target for atta ks.
To safeguard against ompromised private keys,
publi key infrastru tures have to support erti ate
revo ation [13, 8℄. The o -line advantage of erti ate
authorities is redu ed by the overhead of maintaining
fresh revo ation information. Considering the onsisten y and timely propagation issues imposed by the
me hanism, and the administrative burden pla ed by
the se urity poli y, we believe that it may not be possible to s ale up publi key infrastru tures for ubiquitous se urity in large systems like the Internet.
We propose an entity authenti ation me hanism as
a peer-to-peer alternative to the traditional publi key
infrastru ture approa h. It involves a distributed system of mutually authenti ating semi-trusted parties.
The proto ols tolerate Byzantine faults and provide
eventually orre t authenti ation if no more than a

We des ribe an autonomous Byzantine fault tolerant publi key authenti ation ar hite ture. It aims
to satisfy the authenti ation requirements of large distributed systems onsisting of semi-trusted peers. The
distributed trust model does not demand the existen e
of prede ned trusted parties and provides authenti ation if more than a threshold of the peers are honest.
A voting based publi key authenti ation proto ol
implements distributed trust and supports dynami
membership over inse ure asyn hronous networks.
This paper des ribes the authenti ation me hanism
and dis usses its appli ability to peer-to-peer systems
and the Internet. It also demonstrates the Byzantine fault toleran e of authenti ation proto ol, and
the eventual orre tness of authenti ation in dynami
trusted groups. A lazy publi key infe tion proto ol is
developed for eÆ ient authenti ation.
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Introdu tion

As the usage of Internet is evolving from web browsing to ele troni business transa tions, the need for
se uring networked systems and data is be oming inreasingly important. The goals in lude priva y of
data and authenti ity of its sour es. Cryptographi
te hniques like en ryption [17, 6, 14℄ and digital signatures [16℄ satisfy these requirements. Key authenti ation is the problem of se urely mapping entities
to their publi keys. It is a fundamental problem
be ause the se urity of en ryption and digital signatures depends on the availability of authenti publi
keys. The prevalent model of key authenti ation uses
trusted third parties to reate digitally signed publi
key erti ates. This ar hite ture, alled the Publi
key infrastru ture, was re ommended in the Dire tory
authenti ation framework of CCITT [4℄. While the
idea of publi key infrastru ture has been around for
more than a de ade, its appli ation has been limited
to a small fringe of Internet traÆ . In the absen e of
usage statisti s, the ontinuing in iden e of network
1

Failure noti ation

threshold of the parties are mali ious or faulty. The
proto ols allow mutual authenti ation of parti ipants
that do not share a ommon trusted party. This property enables se ure ommuni ation in highly heterogeneous groups and allows the light-weight reation
of short lived trust bindings between peers that ommuni ate infrequently. As a onsequen e, distributed
authenti ation is well suited for mobile networks and
peer-to-peer appli ations. In summary, this paper
makes the following ontributions:
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The network is assumed to return delivery failure noti ations. In parti ular, a noti ation is expe ted if a
message is sent to a non-existent end point. Similarly,
if an end-point does not implement the authenti ation
me hanism, this fa t an be dete ted by re eiving a
onne tion failure message.

Disjoint transmission paths

Without onsidering the details of network topology,
we assume a suÆ ient number of disjoint message
transmission paths exist to ea h peer. Therefore, the
man in the middle atta k an not be mounted for
more than a small fra tion  of its peers. To unify
We provide proa tive se urity and tolerate the treatment of this atta k with the byzantine kind
of faults, we onsider the peers that do not satisfy
Byzantine faults.
this assumption to be faulty. The faulty end points
We design a se ure anti-entropy publi key infe - are not authenti ated by our proto ol as shown in
Figure 1.
tion algorithm for light weight authenti ation.
We propose a me hanism for publi key authenti ation without trusted third parties. The authenti ation me hanism is autonomous to make
it useful without human intera tion.

Honest majority

Model

The system onsists of honest and dishonest parties.
An honest party always tells the truth about its identity and publi key. Dishonest parties may behave in
an arbitrary fashion, either be ause of being faulty or
be ause of being mali ious adversaries. Honest and
non-faulty parties are not distinguished. We de ne
honest parties and honest majority as follows:

Consider a distributed system of mutually semitrusting parties. None of the parties trust any party,
but ea h believes that the honest parties are in a majority.
Traditionally, the veri ation of a publi key erti ate makes a statement of the form: If the trusted
third party is honest and apable, then the private
key orresponding to the erti ed publi key belongs
to the given identity. This on ept of identity is very
general, it may span individuals and organizations.
In ontrast, we authenti ate network end-points or
peers. Our authenti ation is a statement of the form:
If there is an honest majority, then the authenti ated
peer possesses the private key orresponding to the
publi key.
2.1

DEFINITION 1 An honest party prote ts the pri-

va y of its private key and exe utes the authenti ation
proto ol orre tly.

DEFINITION 2 A set of n parties has honest ma-

jority if the number of mali ious or faulty parties
1 6
t < 3 n.

It is assumed that the system of mutually authenti ating parties has honest majority.

Assumptions

Entity authenti ation is dis ussed under the following
assumptions:

2.2

Adversaries

The omputational power of adversaries is polynomially bounded. We assume that publi key ryptography and digital signatures are polynomially se ure.
Hen e with very high probability, the adversary annot forge digital signatures or invert en ryption transformations.
We onsider a tive and passive adversaries. The
passive adversary has unlimited power to eavesdrop
on any message. While the a tive adversaries have

Eventual delivery
The parties are inter onne ted by an asyn hronous
network and are identi ed by their network identiers. The network does not guarantee message ordering or delivery. However, no part of the network
be omes permanently dis onne ted. Given suÆ ient
number of retransmissions, every message is delivered
eventually.
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a publi key an be authenti ated by multiple hallenge response ex hanges originating from di erent
end-points as shown in Figure 2.
The authenti ation proto ol onsists of three
phases: Challenge response, Distributed authenti ation and Byzantine agreement. The hallenge response phase onsists of a set of peers hallenging
the party with an en rypted non e. Sin e the non e
an be re overed only by the possessor of the orresponding private key, a orre t response is a proof of
possession. At the end of this phase, ea h peer gets a
proof of possession.
In the distributed authenti ation phase, peers forward their proofs to the requesting peers. A peer B
an authenti ate a peer A after it re eives a number
of valid proofs from di erent peers. If all the parti ipants are honest, there will be onsensus on validity.
In this ommon operating ase, the proto ol terminates with B be oming onvin ed that the publi key
is authenti .
If there are on i ting laims on authenti ity, B an
dedu e that either A or some peers are mali ious or
faulty. It pro eeds to the Byzantine agreement phase
that dis overs mali ious parties by omparing the sent
and re eived laims of di erent parties. Be ause all
messages are digitally signed, mali ious behavior an
be dis overed by this pro edure.

Internet

Message Delivery Guaranteed
Under Retransmission

Disjoint transmission paths

Active Adversary

Faulty End−Point

Figure 1: Adversaries and assumptions.
unlimited power1 to inje t arbitrary messages into
the network, they annot prevent message delivery
for more that a small fra tion  of the honest parties.
Clearly this is weaker than the lassi al \network
is the adversary" approa h. The adversary network
may not only inje t arbitrary messages, but also prevent delivery of any message. The weakened adversary is appropriate in wireless networks be ause of
physi al diÆ ulties in silen ing radio transmissions.
Its use in Internet appli ations is justi ed by onsidering the diÆ ulty of mounting a se ret a tive atta k
on a large number of end-points. This is partly due
to the large address spa e, and partly due to the prote tion of Internet infrastru ture by a number of independent servi e providers. Moreover, pra ti al experien e with Internet based systems suggests that
message inje tion or spoo ng is the preferred form of
atta k. Prevention of message delivery is hardly ever
en ountered.
2.3

2.4

Trusted Groups

Ea h peer has a probationary group, trusted group
and untrusted group of peers as shown in Figure 3.
Peers notify ea h other of their publi keys depending
on their se ure ommuni ation needs. They are added
to the probationary group when a new publi key or
identity is known. Su essful authenti ation moves
a peer from the probationary group to the trusted
group. Be ause frequently ommuni ating parties request admission into ea h others trusted groups, they
are mutually trusting in the ommon ase.
Peers that are known to be mali ious are deleted
from trusted or probationary groups, and added to
the untrusted group. Honest peers do not ommuni ate with the untrusted members be ause membership in the untrusted group implies the observation of
provably mali ious behavior. Continuous addition of
mali ious peers to the untrusted group an ause it
to grow inde nitely. Therefore, peers forget mali ious
behavior of the distant past.
An honest peer deletes the trusted peers that fail
to prove their liveness by responding to proto ol messages. Sin e this is not a provably mali ious a tion,
they are not added to the untrusted group. Peers are
also deleted from a trusted group by a periodi pruning pro edure that limits the authenti ation ost.

Authenti ation

Publi keys are authenti ated by a voting based proto ol that involves a set of peers with honest majority. The obje tive is to authenti ate the publi
key of one honest peer to another. In the absen e of
man in the middle atta k, it is known that a hallenge response proto ol an authenti ate publi keys.
Sin e we allow for a limited number of su h atta ks,
1 Sin e we do not address denial of servi e type of atta ks,
the spoo ng power is not large enough to break the network or
the parties pro essing the forged messages.
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Set of peers with honest majority
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at peer A

Challenge
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Distributed
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Public key of A
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C

Byzantine
Agreement

x
A

B identifies
the malicious peer D

B

if no consensus
on authenticity

Challenge response pairs
sent by A

Figure 2: Authenti ation proto ol overview. A peer A is authenti ated by B using its trusted peers.
mali ious peer that tries to prevent authenti ation of A.
Consider a party B with a trusted group T (B ).
Be ause any party A that joins its trusted group also
joins the probationary group of ea h peer in T (B ), it
follows that if A is honest it will eventually belong to
the trusted group of every peer trusted by B . Thus
the trusted group de nition is eventually onsistent
among a set of trusted peers. However, the asynhronous addition of parties makes the group de nition in onsistent. In order to limit the in onsisten y,
the trusted peers frequently ex hange their respe tive
proofs of possession.
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Ki

1

Ki
Ki (x)
ri

fx; y; z g
fxgi
T (i)

D

is a

Publi key of the prin ipal i.
Private key of the prin ipal i.
A string x en rypted with the
publi key of i.
A pseudo random number generated by party i.
A message ontaining three
strings x, y and z .
A message signed by i.
Trusted group of party i.
Table 1: Notation

Ar hite ture

B with help of its trusted group T (B ) as shown in
Peers implement the Authenti ation and Membership Figure 4. The di erent phases of the proto ol are
ontrol proto ols. A bootstrapping pro edure is pro- outlined below:
vided for system initialization. All proto ol messages
 Admission request
have timestamps, sour e and destination identi ers,
The proto ol begins when B en ounters an unauand a digital signature as shown in Table 1. Honthenti ated publi key KA . It announ es the key
est re ipients ignore messages with invalid signatures.
to its trusted group and asks them to verify its
They maintain a most re ent re eived timestamp ve authenti
ity.
tor, and ignore stale messages to guard against replay.

 Challenge response

3.1

Ea h peer Pi hallenges A by sending a random
non e en rypted with A's supposed publi key in
the signed hallenge message. The peer A an
re over the non e only if it holds the private key

Authenti ation Proto ol

The authenti ation proto ol allows authenti ation of
peers. A peer A an be authenti ated by the peer
4

1. Admission request
An peer A makes a key possession laim by notifying the peer B . If A has an expired authenti ated publi key KA? , it in ludes the proof of its possession P =3D fA;AK
gA? . B announ es
the laim to the group.
A!B
:
fA; B; admission request; fA; KA[; P ℄gAgA
For ea h trusted peer Pi of B
B ! Pi
:
Bi =3D fB;i ;Pauthenti ation request; fA; KA [; P ℄gAgB
2. Challenge response
Ea h peer hallenges A with an en rypted non e, and A responds with the signed response. A
also stores the hallenge response pair fCiA ; RiA g from its intera tion with peer Pi as VA [i℄ for
use in agreement.
At ea h trusted peer Pi of B
Pi ! A
:
CiA =3D if;PA; hallenge; KA (ri )gPi
A ! Pi
:
RiA =3D fA;i ;Presponse; ri gA
3. Distributed authenti ation
Ea h peer returns the proof-of-posession fCiA ; RiA g to B . B saves the pair in a lo al variable
VB [i℄ and determines the publi key to be authenti (or inauthenti ) if there is onsensus on
validity (or invalidity) in the proofs re eived. If there is no onsensus, B alls for Byzantine
agreement.
At ea h trusted peer Pi of B
Pi ! B
:
fCiA ; RiA gPi
4. Byzantine agreement
B asks the peer A for the hallenges it re eived, and its responses to them. It then ompares
the proofs re eived from the peers and those re eived from A. It also noti es the peers of the
re eived proofs so that mali ious parties are eliminated from the trusted group.
B!A
:
fB; A; proof requestgB
A!B
:
fA; B; proof; VA gA
If A is not proved mali ious
For ea h trusted peer Pi of B
B ! Pi
:
fB; Pi ; byzantine fault; BB ; VB gB
For ea h trusted peer Pj of Pi
Pi ! Pj
:
fPi ; Pj ; byzantine agreement; Bi ; Vj gPi
Figure 4: Authenti ation Proto ol
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If A is not provably mali ious, then some of the
peers must be mali ious or faulty. This leads B
to announ e a byzantine fault to the group.
Now ea h group member will send the byzantine
agreement message to others. At end of this
phase, the honest peers will be able to re ognize
mali ious peers ausing the split in authenti ation votes.

Admission request
Authentication

Probationary
members
Trusted members
3.2

Bootstrapping

The bootstrapping pro edure is provided to old-start
the system. This is in ontrast with the situation
Untrusted members
when trusted groups already exist and a peer joins
Deletion
some of them to authenti ate its publi key to the
group members. Bootstrapping initializes the disFaulty or malicious peers
tributed authenti ation system by reating a trusted
group onsisting of the bootstrapped peers. Be ause
orre t authenti ation requires trusted groups to have
honest majority, the initial trusted set should have at
least three members to safely re over from the entry
Figure 3: Group stru ture
of a mali ious peer.
The bootstrapping pro ess initializes an initial
trusted group T0 along with the respe tive publi
1
KA . It returns the non e by sending a signed keys, on ea h peer in the group. Peers authenti ate
response message. The hallenge response pair is ea h other by requesting admission into this trusted
group.
a proof of possession for the publi key.
At end of the hallenge response phase, ea h peer
gets a proof of possession for KA . Note that sin e
KA is not yet authenti ated, digital signature is
not veri ed on the response message. However,
the hallenger waits for an appli ation spe i
time-out to ensure that dupli ate responses and
failure noti ations are dete ted. It deletes the
proof if any of them are re eived.

3.3

Peers ontrol the membership of their trusted groups.
While new peers are added to the trusted group on
being authenti ated, honest majority is preserved by
deleting the mali ious peers. Continuous additions
and deletions ause in onsisten y among the group
de nitions present at di erent peers of the trusted
group. Membership ontrol proto ol limits the in onsisten y in group de nitions as shown in Figure 5.

 Distributed authenti ation



Membership Control Proto ol

The peers respond to B 's authenti ation request
by sending their proofs of possession to B . If all
parties are honest, then there will be onsensus Addition to trusted groups
on the validity of proofs. In this ase, B gets Ea h peer maintains a list of to be sent authentithe authenti ation result and the proto ol termi- ation proofs for ea h probationary peer. It lazily
nates.
pushes these proofs so that its trusted peers may also
authenti ate the peer. Hen e every peer gets the
proofs of possession, and adds the newly authentiByzantine agreement
If there are di ering authenti ation votes, then ated peer to its trusted group.
either A or some of the peers are mali ious or
Every peer may not be aware that its proof is exfaulty. To dete t if A is mali ious, B sends the pe ted, or a lazy timeout might delay a required auproof request message to A. The response on- thenti ation. Hen e the peers an pull the proofs
sists of all hallenge messages re eived, and the of possession. This is done by keeping a list of
responses sent by A. If A is honest it an prove to be re eived authenti ation proofs for ea h prothat it re eived the messages be ause they were bationary peer. Peers pull the proofs by sending
signed by the sending peer. It an also show a authenti ation request messages. A orre t peer
orre t response.
responds with the required proof.
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1. Push proofs
A peer D periodi ally pushes the proof-of-posession fCDA ; RDA g to peers that have not yet
re eived its proof.
For ea h trusted peer Pj that has not been sent the proof
D ! Pj
:
fCDA; RDA gD
2. Pull proofs
A peer B has some, but not all proofs of authenti ity. It an ask any peer Pj for the proof to
arrive at the authenti ity, and hen e trusted group membership de ision for a probationary
party A.
For ea h trusted peer Pj that has not sent a proof
B ! Pj
:
fB; Pj ; authenti ation request; (A; KA )gB
Pj ! B
:
fCjA ; RjA gPj
Figure 5: Membership Control Proto ol

Deletion from trusted groups

ted peer will not a t mali iously at a later time. In
parti ular, it is possible that a number of overtly mali ious parties join a trusted group so that they are in
majority. Having violated honest majority, they an
now mis-authenti ate the honest peers. Honest peers
periodi ally ush their trusted groups to prevent this
kind of s enario.

Peers are deleted from trusted groups for mali ious
a tivity or la k of liveness. If a peer sends a mali ious message to any honest peer B , it is marked
untrusted by ea h trusted peer of B . The mali ious
message auses exe ution of the Byzantine agreement
phase that aptures mali ious behavior ex ept for the
la k of liveness. Deletion o urs as a result of byzantine agreement [11℄ on the mali ious proof. If the
group has honest majority, all the honest trusted
peers delete the mali ious peer from their trusted
groups and add it to the untrusted group. It is possible that honest parties may be deleted from dishonest
groups. This auses them to join other groups, most
of whi h have honest majority.
A peer that fails to respond to messages in a timely
manner is onsidered failed due to la k of liveness.
Using suitable appli ation spe i values for response
timeout and retry frequen y, honest peers delete the
non-live peers from their trusted groups.
Honest parties may voluntarily delete themselves
from trusted groups. This is required be ause authenti ation performan e depends on group size. The
voluntary deletion is implemented by randomly sele ting a trusted peer and easing to respond to its
messages. This auses deletion by la k of liveness.
The probability of deletion is hosen as a fun tion of
trusted group size to allow the reation of suitably
sized trusted groups.

4

Analysis

This se tion dis usses the orre tness of the authenti ation. It is shown that honest parties are authenti ated orre tly in honest majority groups. It is also
shown that the group dynami s resulting from membership ontrol reate honest majority groups with
high probability.
4.1

Proofs of Possession

Consider a party B with a trusted group of peers Pi .
Let the party A request admission into the trusted
group. Ea h peer Pi sends a proof of possession
fCiA ; RiA gPi to B , where

CiA =3D if;PA; hallenge; i gPi
RiA =3D fA;i ;Presponse; ri gA
Let the proof of possession be valid if i =3D AK
(ri )
and both CiA and RiA are properly signed. Then it
follows that:

Group migration

CLAIM 1 If Pi and A are honest, the proof of posAuthenti ation depends on the existen e of honest session valid, and the ommuni ation path Pi A does
groups. Trusted group membership is granted on au- not lose messages, then KA is authenti with very
thenti ation whi h does not guarantee that the admit- high probability.
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Spoo ng
Man in the middle
In orre t response
No response

A

delay
faulty
P -invalid, A-invalid or K -invalid
delay

B

K -invalid

faulty
delay or K -invalid
delay

P

i

K -invalid

faulty
delay or A-invalid
delay

Table 2: E e t of atta ks on proofs of possession.

PROOF: By ontradi tion, let Pi be honest, and CLAIM 2 Authenti ation proto ol is orre t.
let KA be inauthenti . Sin e Pi is honest, it transmits
a orre t hallenge ontaining i =3DAK
(ri ) to A, and PROOF: Considering ea h of the properties:
does not dis lose its non e ri to any party.
1. Mis-authenti ation requires onsensus on faulty
If the message is not delivered to A, the network
proofs. Be ause A is not mali ious or faulty, onmust provide a noti ation ausing the proof to be
sider two possibilities: B is mali ious or A0 spoofs
deleted. Otherwise A must respond.
messages.
Thus if a single response is re eived, A must be the
1
If B is mali ious, honest peers will re eive
responder. Sin e it omputes ri =3DAK( i ), it knows
authenti ation request messages and send
the private key, a ontradi tion.
2
hallenges to A. Be ause A responds by de rypting a ording to its private key, the proofs sent
Atta ks
by honest peers will be K -invalid. If B does not
send the orre t messages, honest peers will send
The hallenge response proto ol an be atta ked in a
no
proofs. If A0 spoofs responses for A, then the
number of ways. Messages may be spoofed and origihonest peers will delete their proofs be ause A
nating from sour es other than their apparent origin
will respond too.
X . Man in the middle atta ks may ause a party
0
X to impersonate X , and proto ol atta ks ould be
Sin e there must be missing or K -invalid proofs,
laun hed by a party X not following the pres ribed
there an not be a onsensus on faulty proofs.
proto ol.
Let a proof of possession be P -invalid if the hal- 2. Consider two ases: B is honest or it is mali ious
or faulty. If it is honest, la k of onsensus leads to
lenge is not properly signed; A-invalid if the response
byzantine
agreement. It ompares proofs sent by
is not property signed; K -invalid if i 6=3DAK
(ri ) and
peers
with
the proofs sent by A. If A is provably
faulty if it is valid but KA is not owned by A. Bemali
ious
be
ause of sending a K -invalid proof
ause the trusted peers have ea h other's authentito
some
peer
and valid to another, or be ause
ated publi keys, they an not be targeted by a man
of
sending
P
-invalid
values on request of B , the
in the middle atta k. This leads to the summarization
proto
ol
ends
with
A
being marked mali ious.
of atta ks on proofs of possession as given in Table 2.
No
honest
peer
is
deleted.
Further details are present in Appendix A.
If A is not provably mali ious, the proto ol moves
into the se ond phase. Every peer sends its proof
4.2
Distributed Authenti ation
to every other peer. Be ause honest peers delete
those peers that gave di erent proofs to di erent
Distributed authenti ation ends with a onsensus of
peers, only mali ious or faulty peers are deleted.
valid or K -invalid proofs if every parti ipant is honest
Faulty messages do not prove mali iousness and
and there are no spoo ng or impersonation atta ks.
hen e do not ause deletion.
Given the presen e of atta ks and mali ious peers:
Mali ious peers ould send on i ting proofs of
DEFINITION 3 The authenti ation proto ol is
possession to their peers. These a tions are deorre t if given honest majority:
te ted by byzantine agreement as follows: Consider an honest peer Pi re eiving the byzantine
1. The peer A is not mis-authenti ated if it is not
agreement message from other peers. Firstly, t
mali ious or faulty.
of the peers are mali ious and may o er arbitrary proofs. Se ondly, n of the peers may not
2. The group membership of honest peers is unafbe able to rea h A, and may have faulty proofs to
fe ted.
o er. Finally, proofs from another n peers may
3. A is eventually authenti ated if it is honest.
be faulty be ause the peer Pi has a ompromised
8

path to them. In the worst ase these three sets
of peers are disjoint, and 2n + t of the proofs an
be missing. Thus, every peer eventually gets at
least n 2n t proofs. However, the mali ious
parties ould respond eagerly, ausing 2n + t
of the n 2n t re eived proofs to be faulty.
Therefore, a majority of the proofs are identi al
and orre t at every honest peer if
n

4n

i.e.
t<

New communication path

B

A

Trusted group of A

Trusted group of B

2t > 2n + t
1

3

6

Request membership of groups

n

Authenticated communication path

Similarly, if B mali iously sends on i ting requests to the peers, the signed authenti ation
request messages will ause it to be dete ted by
Byzantine agreement on the requests re eived.

A

Trusted group of A

B

Trusted group of B

3. Consider the rst ase. Authenti ation gets delayed be ause B is mali ious or A0 is spoo ng.
Sin e A0 an not spoof forever and A an onta t
another honest party Pi , it is eventually authen- Figure 6: Dynami s of authenti ated ommuni ation.
ti ated. If some peers are mali ious or faulty,
then A is not provably mali ious, i.e. it re overs
the valid proofs on request of some honest B and
4.4
Formation
of
Honest
Majority
the proto ol moves into the se ond phase.
Groups

2

Sin e honest members form trusted groups by following the membership ontrol proto ol, any provably
mali ious peers are deleted from trusted groups. On
the other hand, if mali ious parties su essfully masquerade as honest parties, then ontinuous group migrations ause the distribution of overtly mali ious
parties to be same as a random sele tion. Therefore,
honest majority groups are formed with a probability
greater than that of random sele tion.
A trusted group with 1 3t6 +1 peers has honest majority if t peers are mali ious or faulty. Be ause the
value of  does not hange the behavior of random sele tion, onsider the honest majority group with 3t +1
peers. Let the fra tion of dishonest parties be 31 ,
where 0 <   31 . Under the assumption of independent random sele tion of members, the probability
P (i) of hoosing T with i dishonest members is given
by the following binomial probability:

It an be observed that trusted groups expand in
a manner that avoids man in the middle atta ks. If
the peer A fa es this atta k during hallenge response
with Pi 2 T (B ), then it annot join the trusted group
of B until Pi is eventually removed from the trusted
group.
4.3

Group Evolution

Admission requests are aused by the need for se ure
ommuni ation. If the parties A and B intend to
ommuni ate se urely, they will he k if A 2 T (B )
and B 2 T (A). In this ase, the problem is trivially
solved. Otherwise, A will request admission to T (B )
and B will request admission to T (A). If both A and
B are honest, the admission requests will su eed in
the ommon operating ase when their groups are also
honest(as shown in Figure 6).
3t + 1  1 i  2 3t+1 i
In the improbable ase that both admission requests fail, A and B will randomly sele t another

+
P (i) =3D
3
3
i
party C and request admission into T (C ). The probability of C being dishonest is less than 31 . Thus in The probability
a few trials, A and B shall nd an honest party and
t
X
join its trusted group. They ome to know C 's trusted
Ph =3D P (i)
group by hallenge response. By requesting ea h peer
i=3D0
in T (C ) to authenti ate the other, ea h of them forms
of sele ting an honest majority group is omputed
a new trusted group that ontains both of them.
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Figure 7: Probability of membership in an honest majority group.
and plotted in Figure 7. It shows a rapid growth
in probability of randomly sele ting honest majority
groups from a system with an ex ess of honest parties.
In pra ti e the untrusted sets preserve information
about past mali ious a tivities and impede the free assimilation of dishonest parties into trusted sets. Thus,
two honest parties A and B an have an expe tation
(1 Ph )k < 21k of being in orre tly authenti ated if
they ontinue ommuni ation through k group migrations.

5

Publi Key Infe tion

The proto ols implementing distributed authenti ation are expensive in messaging ost. Trusted groups
exe ute proto ols that in lude broad ast messages
leading to an O(n2 ) ost for mutual authenti ation
in trusted groups. In order to redu e the messaging
ost, we use an epidemi algorithm alled Publi key
infe tion for lazy propagation of proto ol messages
as shown in 8. Be ause ea h proto ol message is prote ted by an unforgeable digital signature, it is possible to store and forward messages through intermediate peers. This se tion dis usses the proto ol design
and orre tness. The performan e analysis in terms
of messaging and spa e requirements is presented in
Appendix B.
Consider a lazy messaging layer underlying the authenti ation proto ol dis ussed earlier. This layer
maintains a a he of the undelivered messages and
provides eventual onsisten y in the following sense:
The out ome of the lazy proto ol will approximate

lt
t
sr
dest
mesg

The Lamport timestamp
The ausal timestamp at sour e
Sour e
Destination
The proto ol message

Table 3: The a he re ord data stru ture.
the out ome of the eager proto ols des ribed earlier. Thus, before the two proto ols a hieve the same
assignment of publi keys to peers, we shall be in
the state of optimisti ally trusting the authenti ity
of publi keys. If the optimisti trust is broken, we
mark the o ending peer untrusted as required by the
authenti ation proto ol.
Key infe tion works by deferring the transmission of messages sent by the authenti ation proto ol.
When a proto ol message m, with sour e s and destination d is pushed to the key infe tion layer, the
following steps are taken. Firstly the ausal timestamp tv[s℄, and the lamport timestamp l, are inremented to re ord the hange of state (Table 4).
Se ondly, a re ord is inserted in the message a he
(Table 3). The following re ord holds the outgoing
message and timestamps to a hieve eventual delivery.

fl;

tv[s℄; s; d; mg

Anti-entropy sessions
Anti-entropy sessions between peers transfer the proto ol messages in an epidemi manner. The timing of
anti-entropy sessions an either be appli ation dependent to take advantage of piggyba king on appli ation
messages or ould depend on a timeout to prevent
too mu h divergen e from the eager proto ol exe u-
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lts
tv[i℄
ltv[i℄
srv[i℄

The Lamport timestamp.
The last ausal timestamp
known for peer i.
The lamport time of the most
re ent message originating from
peer i.
The stable read timestamp. Its
value is the largest (known) lamport time su h that all messages
with a smaller timestamp have
been re eived at peer i.

Clearly sin e the value srv[r:dest℄ is omputed
at r:dest as minimum of the lamport timestamps
re eived from the peers, this implies a message
with greater lamport time was re eived from the
message sour e as well. By assumption of ordered message delivery, the older timestamped
message has already been re eived. Thus, the
peer an delete the re ords that satisfy the deletion ondition.

En rypted timestamps

Table 4: Data Stru tures at the Key Infe tion layer. The epidemi algorithm operates in a semi-trusted
environment. Thus, it is ne essary to ensure the integrity of timestamps. We reate en rypted timestion. The following steps de ne a session between the tamps by requiring the peer i to generate the pair
ft; Ki 1(t)g instead of the timestamp omponent t.
peers s and d.
Thus, the proto ol pro essing outlined above would
1. Ex hange time stamps
always pass timestamp values as pairs. The re eivers
The lamport timestamps are ex hanged and used would be required to verify the orre tness before a tto update the lamport timestamp ve tor ltv. ing on a timestamp value. By the assumption of nonThe lo al lamport time is also maintained us- invertibility, the se ure timestamp an be generated
ing the usual algorithm. The ausal timestamp only by the peer i. Thus, for an honest peer i, it is
ve tors are ompared to de ide whi h messages impossible to forge the timestamp omponent represhould be sent to the other peer.
senting the state at i. Sin e the authenti ation proto
ol requires orre t operation only from the honest
2. Send a hed messages
peers,
se ure timestamps are suÆ ient to preserve the
For any lo ally a hed re ord r, if the following
orre
tness
of authenti ation proto ol.
holds:
r: t > tvd [r:sr ℄
It an be inferred that d has not seen the message 6 Appli ation
stored in r. The ausal timestamp is later than
the last ausal timestamp known to d. Thus, We have implemented the Byzantine fault tolerant auall re ords satisfying the message ex hange on- thenti ation proto ol as a standalone library to make
dition have to be transmitted to the peer d to it available to a variety of appli ations. Our rst
enable eventual delivery at the destination.
appli ation target is an ele troni mail authenti ation system implemented through a self authenti at3. Re eive a hed messages
The peer d omputes a set of re ords to be trans- ing mail (SAM) lient.
Ele troni mail is one of the most popular appli amitted by the same logi . On re eiving a re ord
tions
on the Internet. Although it has gained wide a r, the re eiver inserts r in the a he and updates
eptan
e both for business and personal use, its usage
the omponent ltv[r:sr ℄, if the following onis
limited
by the la k of se urity in the mail transport
dition holds ltv[r:sr ℄ < r:lt. Thus the lamproto
ol.
Unlike onventional mail that an be signed
port time ve tor re e ts the latest known lamby
hand,
ele
troni mail does not ome with any inport time for ea h peer.
built authenti ation me hanism. Thus, it is possible
4. Ex hange stable read time stamp
to forge sender identity and modify ontents en-route.
The stable read time stamp is omputed as To be at par with paper do uments, email must promini (ltv[i℄). The peer s assigns the value to vide these minimal authenti ation apabilities in a
srv[s℄. The updated ve tor srv is now trans- onvenient and unobtrusive manner. As the email
mitted to d.
lient is in rst hand onta t with mail users, we need
to
address manual overrides over proto ol de isions.
5. Delete re eived messages
Thus,
the system will allow a manual override for all
The ex hange of stable read timestamp advan es
trustworthiness
de isions. It an be observed that in
its omponents in the usual manner. Consider a
absen
e
of
the
autonomous
authenti ation proto ol,
a hed message r su h that:
su h a system would be equivalent to PGP in terms
r:lt < srv[r:dest℄
of the trust model.
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Compatibility with existing email infrastru ture is
part of the design goals. We use the SMTP extensions to enfor e ba kward ompatibility. The extension elds will arry proto ol messages as part of the
mail header. Sin e the lients that annot interpret
the extended eld will ignore it, the proto ol data is
an overhead for lients that annot use it. We eliminate the overhead of sending the extension elds to
non-SAM lients in the following manner. Identi ation of SAM end-points is enabled by requiring ea h
appli ation lient to send messages with the extension
eld. If there are no outstanding proto ol messages,
then the sender sends an empty eld for the extension. Thus all SAM enabled addresses are identi able
on re eipt of an email message.
A a he of re ent dedu tions like the authenti ated
publi key and the authenti ation proto ol apability
of a peer are kept in the SAM lient. The a t of reeiving an email message makes a SAM lient aware
of the apabilities at the sender. As the end result of
proto ol exe ution is the authenti ation of the publi keys at mail addresses, the data asso iated with
an end point in ludes the known publi key and the
number of group migrations sin e it was rst authenti ated. This information helps to assign a on den e
value to the authenti ation. We expe t to gain real
life experien e on the utility of Byzantine fault tolerant authenti ation by implementing self authenti ating mail.

7

Dis ussion

Our model supports an in remental growth of trust.
Optimisti authenti ation allows the trust to inrease by the su essful authenti ation of a publi key
through many group migrations. Sin e most of the
peers are in honest groups, it be omes in reasingly
unlikely that a long sequen e of dishonest groups is
sele ted. Thus, our proto ols provide soft authentiation, whi h ontrasts them from the traditional hierar hi al notion of trust whi h by assumption takes
it for granted that erti ate authorities are honest,
ompetent and error free. The traditional model with
its all-or-none approa h to authenti ation is a signifi antly stronger model of authenti ation with weaker
degree of fault toleran e. We trade o the authentiation strength (by making it eventually orre t) and
use stronger network assumptions to provide an autonomous and fault tolerant authenti ation me hanism.
Having outlined the diÆ ulties of imposing a entralized publi key infrastru ture on very large systems in Se tion 1, we believe that the publi key infrastru ture approa h for es the system designers to
take a boolean approa h to se urity. A large num-

ber of examples an be found both of ompletely untrusted and ompletely trusted systems. However,
this boolean trust ar hite ture has allowed the vast
majority of digital traÆ to remain inse ure even
though the omputational power and software engineering needed to se ure them remains abundantly
available. We believe that Byzantine fault tolerant authenti ation is useful be ause it allows the ooperative formation of self authenti ating systems.

8

Related Work

Alternative approa hes to provide fault tolerant authenti ation are known. There is a lass of protools relying on threshold ryptography that uses key
shares with the following property : without a quorum of parti ipants, it is impossible to reate a digitally signed publi key erti ate [10℄. As a onsequen e, unless the number of mali ious parties is as
large as the quorum, a false authenti ation is impossible. Threshold ryptography demands the existen e
of a dealer that initializes the system of parties with
key shares. In this way, it un onditionally depends
on the honesty of the dealer. On the ontrary, distributed authenti ation does not require trusted ryptographi initialization and provides for a safe and efient re overy after the ompromise of publi keys
(unless the number of dishonest parties ex eeds the
given threshold). Threshold ryptography has been
used in COCA, a fault tolerant publi key authentiation servi e [21℄ and as the basis of a number of
other se ure servi es [2, 15, 20℄.
Proa tive re overy is possible through a dynami
version of threshold ryptography. To ompromise
su h a system, the adversary is required to ompromise the quorum in less than a given time out
interval or lose any previous progress due to a rerandomization of key shares [3℄. Although better than
stati key shares, the s heme annot re over from the
ompromise of a quorum be ause the same long term
shared se ret is re y led among the trusted parties.
In ontrast, distributed authenti ation is proa tively
se ure in the stronger sense that it holds no long term
se rets.
Reputation based distributed trust has been investigated by a number of previous works. The
Free Haven proje t uses a proa tive me hanism based
on re ommendations to prote t anonymity of the
users [7℄. NICE allows the reation of trustworthy
peer groups through a trust evaluation me hanism
that allows the use of reputations [12℄. Both systems
aggressively eliminate (overtly) mali ious parties to
preserve their orre tness.
The appli ation of distributed trust to authenti ation in distributed systems is done by PGP through
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its web of trust [22, 9℄. This model demands human evaluation of trustworthiness by requiring an
expli it assignment of authenti ity ratings to publi
keys of peers. While it is suitable for small groups
of highly skilled users, its utility to the vast population of simple users seems limited. Although PGP
has been freely available for over a de ade, it is yet
to be adopted by a majority of mail users. Its limited
use has been attributed to the sophisti ation required
to evaluate the trustworthiness of peers. It is found
that ommon users are either unwilling or unable to
make these de isions [18℄.
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A Atta ks
This se tion dis usses the resistan e to various atta ks
We onsider Spoo ng, Impersonation and Proto ol
atta ks on the authenti ation ar hite ture. Spoofing is de ned as the atta k where an adversary A0
assumes the identity of a party A. This atta k is
dete ted by the hallenge response me hanism. Impersonation is a man in the middle type of atta k
where an adversary M impersonates A while ommuni ating with B , and B while ommuni ating with
A. In a ordan e with the me hani s of the atta k,
A and B annot ommuni ate dire tly without passing through M . We de ne proto ol atta ks as the set
of atta ks that are mounted by providing in orre t
responses (or la k or responses) to various proto ol
messages. A number of other proto ol atta ks like

ious Outsiders

A mali ious party A0 may try to impersonate an honest party A by sending the admission request message. If A is already part of the trusted group, then
ea h trusted peer has its orre t authenti ated publi
key KA . Sin e A0 annot produ e the required proof
P =3D 0f;AKA0 gA without the knowledge of KA 1, ea h
honest peer will ignore the invalid request.
Ea h peer will hallenge A if it does not belong
to the trusted group. The peer A responds to the
hallenges be ause it is honest. As it does not have
1
KA0 , the response will be invalid. If the adversary
also sends a spoofed response, then the honest peer
will re eive two distin t responses, one valid and one
invalid. It onsiders the in orre t message, and A0 is
not authenti ated, as required. None of the goals are
satis ed.

Impersonation
By the limited power of a tive adversary, some of the
hallenges must rea h A. Thus some peers will see
valid proofs for KA0 while the others will get invalid
proofs. The authenti ation will fail be ause the majority of peers onta t A. Thus G1 is not satis ed.
Be ause ea h peer an prove that it issued the
proper hallenge, and re eived the orresponding response, none of them is proved mali ious. Thus G2
is not satis ed.

Proto ol atta k

The mali ious party A0 an only hoose the responses
for the messages it sends. This limits it to the
admission request message and the response message. Be ause a re eiving peer B shall verify the validity of the digital signature, the message format and
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the orre t re ipient, the only hoi e for the party is Proto ol atta k
to reate a message of the following form:
A mali ious insider an delay the entry of peer
A into a trusted group by not sending a orre t
fX; B; admission request; fX; KX [; P ℄gX gX
authenti ation request message. This does not
0
0
This is equivalent to spoo ng if X 6=3D .AIf X =3D ,A satisfy either of the goals.
The hallenge response phase an be a e ted by
then the mali ious party will re eive hallenge mesthe
mali ious insider in the following way: It an fail
sages from the peers. If it responds with in orre t
to
send
the hallenge or send a number of hallenges.
sour e or destination identi er, in orre t signature or
However,
A annot be proved mali ious by any su h
in orre t format, then the message will be dis arded
strategy
be
ause it an remember the hallenges and
as ill-formed. Thus it an at best send a message of
produ
e
them
to other trusted peers. This will hapthe following form to the peer Pi :
pen when an honest peer nd a la k of onsensus on
authenti ity of KA .
RiA =3D 0f;APi ; response; ri0 gA0
If it fails to send a message, it annot onstru t a
0
bad
response signed by A. The la k of responses only
Sin e ri 6=3Di isr required for invalidity, the peer Pi
delays
the entry of A into the trusted group. Neither
sends the re eived response to its peer B that does
G1
nor
G2 is satis ed.
not nd a onsensus. Thus G1 is not satis ed.
The proto ol now goes into the Byzantine agreement phase. B asks A0 to send its opies of the hal- B Performan e Analysis
lenge response proofs. A annot produ e a valid hallenge sin e it does not know KPi and annot reate The performan e of publi key infe tion is analyzed
a new hallenge. Its only option is either to send as follows.
nothing or to send the available opy. Sin e it annot
prove that it re eived a orre t hallenge and re ovB.1
Complexity and overage
ered its response, the peer is not provably mali ious.
Thus G2 is not satis ed.
Let the peers do an anti-entropy session with a randomly hosen peer every unit time. Consider a message transmitted at the rst round of ex hanges. If
A.2
Mali ious Insiders
jT j =3D n, then we know the fra tion f of initially uninfe ted peers is nn 1 . Now at round i, if fi is the
Spoo ng
fra tion of un-infe ted peers, only fi2 peers remain
Spoo ng by trusted peers is restri ted to parties out- un-infe ted with the update at round i + 1. Thus, on
side the trusted group. This is be ause the trusted the average:
parties have an authenti ated publi key of the peer
being spoofed, and an dete t an in orre t signature
2
fi+1 =3D i f
on the spoofed message. A mali ious trusted peer
i
may send spoofed hallenge messages to the peer, but
=3D 2 f
these will not ount in distributed authenti ation beThus the number of uninfe ted peers drops douause of invalid signature on the hallenge omponent
bly
exponentially with time. Sin e the number of exof the message. Further, if the probationary peer
hanges
initiated by a peer is one per unit time, the
sends the invalid proof to any trusted peer, the innumber
of
messages sent and re eived by a peer is in
sider is provably mali ious and will be deleted in the
1 ).
O
(1
+
n
byzantine agreement phase. Neither G1 nor G2 is
satis ed.
B.2

Impersonation

Consider a trusted peer Pi being impersonated by Pi0
due to a man in the middle atta k. Pi belongs to
the trusted group be ause of su essful authenti ation. The adversary Pi0 annot onvin e the trusted
group that it is Pi be ause it does not know KPi1 .
Sin e badly signed messages are ignored, Pi appears
to be non-live to some of the peers and G1 fails. Also
Pi is not proved to be mali ious and G2 fails.

Size of the message

a he

Let  be the rate at whi h messages are being reated at the authenti ation proto ol layer. Thus the
a he gets  new messages from the higher proto ol
every unit time. Now let us onsider the situation at
round i with respe t to the messages reated during
the rst round. Sin e the fra tion of uninfe ted peers
is same as the probability Pd of the destination being
uninfe ted, we have:
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Pd

=3D2 f
i

Now assume that the destination gets infe ted at
round i? . Again by anti-entropy propagation of its
stable read timestamp, we have the probability P that
a peer is infe ted with the message but not with the
stable read timestamp of the destination:
P

i
i
=3D (1 2 f)f 2

i?

Sin e infe tion with the update but not with the
timestamp ensures that the message is not deleted,
the expe ted fra tion of a hed messages is (1
i
i i?
f 2 )f 2
. Again the a hed messages an be reated at any previous ex hange round. Thus we have
the summation for log size N :
N

1 X
i
X

=3D

n(1

i=3D1
i? =3D1

f

2i )f 2i

i?

R

(1)
x

Relating the series to the integral ee dx, whi h
is evaluated using integration by parts, we have the
following relation on log size:
N <

e log e

2

n log(

n+1
n

)

log n
We know that log( n+1
n ) is O( n ). Also, the rate
of message insertion is O(n) be ause messages are
sent to all members of the trusted group. Hen e the
number of a hed messages is in O(n log n).
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